Abstract. This paper presents a method of evaluation of the generalized Howland integrals. The values are tabulated to 10D.
The generalized Howland integrals are defined by (!) Ik,s_2kr°° xke~sxdx _ 1 r™ xke~sx/2 dx (k > 1)
Ik,s k^o sinh2x±2x 2(k\) J0 sinhx±x'
where k and s are integers. For the sake of convergence, k is restricted as indicated above and j is restricted to be not less than -1. Owing to their frequent occurrence in mathematical sciences, it is thought that they deserve a special consideration.
The four integrals for s = 0 and 2 are the ordinary Howland integrals. The two integrals for s = 0 have been evaluated to 25D by Ling and Lin [3] when k is odd and by Ling [4] when k is even. Those for s = 2 have recently been evaluated to 20D by Ling and Wu [5] . It is the endeavor of the present paper to evaluate the remaining integrals to 10D.
The following recurrence relations for s > 1 are readily verified:
h,,-2 + 2(k+l)Ik+u (2) /,V2-2(*+l)/*+M By using these relations, the integrals Ik+is and Ik+XjS can be evaluated by recurrence in terms of IktS-2, Ik,s+2 and I*,s-2> I*,s+2 from the values of the leading integrals Ik _,, Ikfi, Ix s and /£_,, I%n, Ifs, respectively. Such a process of computation has the distinct advantage that no accuracy is lost in successive steps, except perhaps when s = 1. To avoid this possibility, we take Ikx and Ikx as the leading integrals intead of Ik_, and /£_,.
As mentioned before, the integrals Ik0 and IkQ have been evaluated to high precision of 25D. Plana's method was used for their evaluation. This method, however, is no longer applicable if the value of 5 in the integrals is other than zero. By expanding e~x/1 in the second form of the integrands in (1) into a series in x, integrating and then applying the Kummer transformation [1] , the following relations are found for í s* 1 :
*+l oo / ,\n . . / / 1 \ n + A:+I n = 0
Here the ratio of the binomial coefficient to 2" may or may not be greater than unity. When it is, a certain amount of accuracy is lost. The loss is larger, when k is larger. For instance, the loss is 5D when k = 20 and 10D when k = 36. It appears possible to reduce the loss of accuracy if the computation for a unit increment of 5 is carried out in several steps instead of a single step as in (3) . Suppose that four steps are taken such that in each step the increment of i is \. (n -t)\ \ 16« + As + r+ 16
When k = 19, the series in (5) are to be carried to n = 190 for 23D, to n = 100 for 21D, and to n -50 for 19D. For 10D, the corresponding value of n is 14 when k = 15, or 6 when k = 19. The convergence of the series increases with k but only slightly with s.
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When the values of the integrals for 5 = 0, 1, 2, and 3 are available in high precision as described above, we can use the recurrence relations in (2) to compute h.s+2 and I*,s+2 for s > 2 in terms of Iks_2, Ik+U and I^_2, I*+Xs, respectively. Owing to the factor 2(k + 1) associated with Ik+Xs and Ik+X s, some accuracy is always lost. The loss is ID when k = A, l^D when k = I A, or 2D when k = 49.
Hence the integrals can be computed successively so long as the desired accuracy of 10D is still sustained. In this manner, values of a considerable number of integrals are obtained, including the leading integrals IXs and I*s. There is ground to claim that the values of /, and Ifs thus obtained up to 5 = 20 and 18, respectively, are accurate to 10D.
For further evaluation of /, s and I*s, consider the asymptotic expansion of these integrals. We begin by changing the variable x in the integrals with the substitution The powers of x can therefore be expressed as series in y. By differentiation, we also find (9) dx = dy/(l+y). To proceed further, let (14) y = sin2 0/cos2 6. Consequently, (15) e"*/2 = cos 0, dx = 2(sin0/cos6) d6.
We then have ti« ll00
(16) 7liS = -+ -2 PmHs¡m, Ih = -+ x 2 p*mHStm, -"/{f{f-')(!-*)--(î-)
By expanding the preceding expression into inverse power series of j, the following asymptotic series are obtained: Lastly, to evaluate the remaining integrals Ik_x and /*_,, the following series may be used:
n = 0 z r^TT7*.-' = ! + 2 _n+A+i (" n )U*+*,o~ 0.
«=o z which are found similarly by expanding ex/1 in (1) into a series in x. No accuracy is lost in this case since here the ratio of the binomial coefficient to 2"+k+x is always less than unity. The foregoing computation was carried out on an IBM 3032 computer with extended precision. In the course of computation, the values are generally carried with an accuracy exceeding 10D. Ample guard digits were provided whenever needed to given an extra accuracy as far as practicable. In several instances, the integrals were computed by different methods for some overlapping k or s to serve as a check. Finally, the results were rounded off to 10D and shown in Tables 1-4 Tables 3 & 4 Values o//,,,4*3 andIk,_x/2k+x, Il_x/2k+x The values of the integrals for s -0 and 2, or the four ordinary Howland integrals, are referred to the existing tables in the papers [3] , [4] , [5] . When the values of other integrals are needed, they can be found from the known values by using the recurrence relations in (2) 
